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Abstract

This paper revisits the traditional view that a low-price guarantee results in higher prices and facilitates collusion. I acquired accurate data on matching stores and their competitors to address the common criticism of the scant existing empirical literature that their results are highly dependent on getting the market definitions right. Using station level data in the retail gasoline industry, I find that, contrary to the traditional view, the stores that offered the guarantee significantly decreased their prices, increased their sales and attracted more consumer visits. Although I find that the matching stores suffered a decrease in profits from gasoline sales, I argue that the incentive for them to adopt the low-price guarantee is to attract more consumers to visit the store and turn the increased traffic into profits from on-site services or purchases at the attached convenience stores. Therefore, firms have strong incentives to adopt a low-price guarantee on the product that their consumers are most price-sensitive about, while earning a profit from the products that are not covered in the guarantee. My counterfactual analysis shows that low-price guarantees can increase consumer surplus by 0.3%. I also build a model to look into how low-price guarantees would change consumer search behavior and whether consumer search plays an important role in estimating consumer surplus accurately.
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